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Executive Summary
India’s impact enterprises, a growing number of companies striving for social benefit and
profit, have a debt problem: Not too much, but too little. They need borrowed money to
fuel the growth that will advance their social or environmental goals. But most lenders
steer clear, citing perceived risks and lack of creditworthiness.
To better understand the challenges Indian impact enterprises face in borrowing money, the
India Impact Investors Council (IIC) and The Bridgespan Group joined in a research project
to chart the debt landscape, identify the barriers to debt financing, and propose avenues
for making debt more accessible. The report provides an overview of three main areas:
• Financial data analysis: We analyse the balance sheets of 422 leading impact enterprises
to gauge their creditworthiness and estimate the gap between their current debt and
their potential to absorb more. The analysis showed that 60 percent of the enterprises
met our criteria for creditworthiness. Creditworthiness, however, does not necessarily
mean access to credit. When we looked at debt on the books of those 422 companies
and compared that to a conservative estimate of borrowing potential, the gap came to
INR 1,564 crore, roughly US$216 million.
• Barriers to debt financing: We identify the major debt financing barriers attributable
to all the major players: impact enterprises, lenders, data providers, and regulators.
Banks, for instance, require collateral to backstop loans. But most impact enterprises
can’t meet collateral requirements, because they provide a service (such as education
or healthcare) that relies on people or software, rather than on hard assets such as
machinery or equipment. Young enterprises also often lack the management and data
systems that underpin financial reporting required for assessing creditworthiness.
Moreover, India lacks a regulatory structure that defines impact investments as a
distinct asset class with standards that meet the needs of young, growing companies.
• Potential solutions: No one type of debt financing serves all. We highlight a continuum
of approaches that meet the specific needs of underserved impact enterprises, including
loan guarantees, flexible loan products, and innovative approaches to due diligence
and underwriting. Alternative Investment Funds (AIFs), for example, have grown in
popularity as a way for institutional or high-net-worth investors to invest in impact
enterprises. And cash-flow lending addresses the collateral barrier that prevents most
small to medium-size enterprises (SMEs) from obtaining loans.
The report also highlights the need for development of the debt “ecosystem” for impact
enterprises. That includes partnerships between banks and impact investors, educational
outreach to impact entrepreneurs to help them understand the role and sources of debt
financing, and recognition of debt as an asset class that needs a regulatory framework
supportive of young, growing impact enterprises.
Overcoming the barriers to debt financing for India’s impact enterprises will not happen
quickly. But a number of approaches show promise, and progress already is being made
toward building a stronger, more vibrant debt finance ecosystem. As that ecosystem
matures, credit may live up to its promise as a game-changer for India’s impact enterprises.
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About the Impact Investors Council
The Impact Investors Council (IIC) is the leading national member-based industry body
to strengthen impact investing in India. It represents impact investors in India who are
dedicated to accelerating this silent revolution: “impact investment”. IIC has active support
from leading impact investors and ecosystem players managing funds in excess of US$10
billion. IIC’s mission is to encourage private capital to bridge the social investment gap in
India in sectors such as financial inclusion, clean energy, education, water and sanitation,
and healthcare.
About The Bridgespan Group
The Bridgespan Group is a global nonprofit organisation that collaborates with missiondriven organisations, philanthropists, and investors to break cycles of poverty and
dramatically improve the quality of life for those in need. With offices in Boston, Mumbai,
New York, San Francisco, and Johannesburg, Bridgespan’s services include strategy
consulting, leadership development, impact investing, philanthropy and nonprofit advising,
and developing and sharing practical insights. Services to the institutional impact investing
industry are provided by TBG Social Impact, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of The
Bridgespan Group.
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